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Welcome, to idrivesafety’s award-winning 5-star driver education system. We use 

an academic curriculum, delivered in a coaching methodology, in a graduated 
education system, with a safe process for every road user interaction. 52 modules 
with 900units of Competency Based Education and Training CBET. 

Neurotypical & Neurodiverse personality styles, same outcome different journey. 
Introvert-Extrovert, Artist-Engineers, Aspersers-Autism, Anxiety-Risk taking are all 
just personality styles & can drivesafety. Effective education reduces crashes! 

  All groups including Learners, Seniors, Disabilities and Fleet drivers can drivesafety. 
We support the evidence that states “doesn’t blame humans for crashes, when it was 

the ineffective instruction that was the disabler”, I don’t know what I don’t know. A 
Disability is not the disabler, an ineffective education system increases crashes! 

You will see and feel the idrivesafety difference in as little as one session. Each 
completed module will provide a foundation that enables you to be competent 
whilst your confidence is positively influenced when U know U know! not U think U 
Know?  

Less knowledge always leaves the brain with a problem “yeh? but what if? We 
provide a safe manageable process for every part of the driving journey. 

 
Our training philosophy: 

 If you’re not learning! It’s your coaches’ fault1.  
Idrivesafety coaches continuously change their delivery to match each 
clients learning style and needs. Learnt is not learned until it causes a 
safe action, and each action is automating regardless of situations and 
distractions. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Expectations of an idrivesafety Driving Coach: 
1. Encourage, analyse, empower & challenge each client individually through their journey.  
2. Provide a comprehensive driver training system that when completed enables clients to: 

• Successfully drivesafety in every road user interaction, managing distractions. 
• Competently drive injury free regardless of their personality style. 

3. Deliver each process in a coaching methodology2 matched to your learning style. 
4. Select appropriate live and dynamic environments tailored to the outcomes. 
5. Deliver the program in a Graduated Education System (GES) 
6. Challenge your Foundations in increasing complexity, applying client cantered learning 

ensuring each client learns and develops at their own pace, only the outcome remains the 
same! 

 
Expectations of our clients: 

1. Actively participate. 
2. Ensure you manage your training team including any supervising drivers. 
3. Complete homework as practice time allows. Bring your HANDBOOK to all training sessions. 

 
Click to view 52 modules & curriculum list  
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TRAINING PACKAGES 

 
Option 1- Platinum + 

✓ Total care package. (120 hours) 
✓ Delivery entire curriculum, 52 modules. Australia’s most effective driver training program. 
✓ Defensive driving course 
✓ Country roads a safe process that manages risk 
✓ Night driving, Distractions & high-risk processes 
✓ City driving (Victorian Hook turns & Trams) 

 
Option 2- Platinum. 

✓ 30 X 1-hour training sessions3.  
✓ This package provides a solution for parents, supporting their practice journey with solutions.  
✓ Australia’s most effective driver training curriculum. 
✓ 5-hour initial training recommended with parents/supervisors sitting in car, our aim is to help the 

entire family. 
✓ e-learning support for learners & supervising drivers, access to 1000s of training videos 
✓ Every Road User interaction process delivered  
✓ Effective Education Reduces Crashes. 
✓ Driving with Trams, hook turn (charged as time based6) 
✓ Country road drive (night) module 33+39+40. Significantly reducing the major risk with country 

roads and higher speed. 
✓ Parent/Supervising driver involvement is necessary with this package. 
✓ Every road user interaction is trained and managed with a safe process, predict & avoid human 

errors. 
✓ All training is conducted in live and dynamic environments 
✓ No last-minute issues before test, trained to level 3 test is level 1. 
✓ Idrivesafety when the education is effective. Vision zero is achievable 

 
 

Other Options 
 

• Purchase driver education based on needs. Email admin for options. 
 

Parents/supervising drivers 
Parents pass on 7% of their actual thinking, as their driving is automatic. Researching thousands 

of learners, shows they calibrate their abilities and confidence based on obeying an instructional 
delivery system or being told what and when to do it, such as “you can go now” which is the same as 
tips n tricks to pass a test delivered by driving instructors, we all know what the outcome for that 
system is? high serious crash rates and personal injuries. Instruction has no curriculum or 
standardised process for any road user interaction, each instructor makes up their own version. 
Evidence shows a very limited learner competency even though we hear teens say, “I’m feeling pretty 
confident”, we also know it is not their fault! As stated above “don’t blame them when we did not teach 
them effectively”. Idrivesafety has the solution.  

 
6 We do a comprehensive drive around Melbourne; hook turns, trams and the additional risks in this environment. The brain needs to manage at a higher level. 
7 Our abs course has shown remarkable crash reductions in all participants, live nd dynamic 
8 The total delivery will be based on the hours allocated. ¹.http://www.visionzeroinitiative.com/ 

1 Based on your role conditions being accepted and carried out 
2 Hermes report 2011 
3 this is a minimum and changes to meet clients needs and circumstances 
4 All platinum clients have remained crash/injury free in the first 6 months of driving, not just within Australia, but globally, this has shown to be the most dangerous time for new drivers. 
5 Our abs course has shown remarkable crash reductions in all participants, live and dynamic 
 

only when a thing produces action can it be 
said to have been truly learned. 
“Confucius" 
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